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Electrollie dialogue is conducted betwcen a spea kcr and a microphone in
a special echo-free chambe r at the Central Institute for the Deaf, where
\Vashington University scientists have been conducting experiments
on human bearing, de<1fness, und the physics of soun d, See
"Conversation," Page 8,
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By FRANK O'BRIEN

EYE SURGEON
Usr"ng a tecl:mt'que he was the fint in the world
to employ) D r. Pau l Cibis is saving the SIght oj
hundreds whose cases were once const'dered hopeless.

operating room at M cMill an H os
pital in the huge Washington University Medica l Cen
ter complex was dimly illuminated , excep t for a cone of
bright light focused on the patient's right eye . Nothin g else
showed of the anesthetized patient under the green sheets.
Four green-clad figures, wearing caps and face masks, sur
round ed the operating table. Two nurses stood by th eir
tra ys of gleaming instruments and sterile supplies; the as
sistant surgeon hovered over the p atient with a syrin ge of
liquid silicon. The surgeon, Dr. Paul A. Cibi s, associate
professor of clinical ophthalmology at W as hington Univer
si ty's School of Medicine, and a world-renowned special
ist in re tinal detachment surgery, had reached the crucial
part of the operation.
The patient's eye, visible throug h a hole in the covering
sheet, had been anesthetized and immobilized . Th e lid
had been sutured back to permit easy access to the eye
and the eye muscles on each side had been split to open
the area even wider. Earlier, the surgeon had p ierced a
tiny hole through the outer layers of the eyeball to reach
the retina and to permit trapped fluid to escape.
The surgeon was no w engaged in the delicate, intrica te
task of injecting minute quantities of sili con between two
paper-thin membranes: the retina and the layer of sca r
tissue that had formed in the patient's eye aft er a n ea rlier
operation. The two membranes had become comple tely
enfolded and entangled, so th at their separation requi red
the most cautious and tedious manipulation, a millimeter
at a time. The silicon, highly viscous , water-repellant, and
non-toxic, formed a tiny ball as it "vas injec ted, and the
surgeon was using this minute sphere as a force to tease
the tissues apart.
In his gloved right hand, the surgeon held th e silicon
syrin ge; in his left, a small circular lens. Fasten ed to his
head was an elaborate optical in strument-an ophthalmo
scope that p ermitted him to look through the vitreous
matter of the eye and to observe its interior. Using both
instruments , he was able to crea te an ae rial image of the
operating area within the eye in w hich he could observe
his work. Because the eye in verts all images, the surgeon
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was seeing the operation field both upsid e down and in
verted from left to right.
Patiently and carefully, he worked to separa te the
wrinkled, entangled tissues. Unable to stop during the
process, he would periodicall y shift his weigh t fro m one
foot to another to avoid fa tigu e developin g in his oper
ating hand. Because the silicon is so viscous, it takes tre
mendous, sustained pressure to inject it from the syringe.
The surgeon had to work within in cred ibly small toler
ances, where one false move could mean disaster.
Gradually, the silicon pushed the re tin a away from the
fibrous membrane that retracted it, and p ermitted it to
settle back into place. When it was comple tely free, the
scar tissue could also be allowed to retain its pOSition in
th e equatorial plane of the eye . The silicon formed a
wa ter-repellant, inert cushion to protect th e re tina and to
prevent it from adhering to th e membnme and b eing torn
loose again.
Once the retina was back in place , the surgeon used an
electric coagula tor to create tin y scars at the places where
the retina had broken-scars tha t would serve as weld s
binding th e tissue into place. The n the surgeon washed
away excess fluid s and plugged the hole in the outer wall
with a tiny piece of tissue obtained fr om a donor to the
eye bank. He and his assistant then washed the eye w ith
saline solution, sutured the muscle cuts, removed the lid
sutures, and bandaged the eye.
The operation Dr. Cibis performed wou ld have been
impossible less than fi ve years ago. Before the German
born ophthalmologist first developed the new techn iq ue
at vVashington University, such cases were considered
hopeless. The patient would have been faced with in
evitable blindness in the afAicted eye.
Now in an average workday, Dr. Cibi s performs six or
seven operations. Most of them are relatively simple pri
mary retina detachments , but a good proportion are per
formed on patients who have had previo us opera ti ons and
would have been considered inoperable before the silicon
technique was perfected.
The retina is the inn ermost of th e three layers form ing
3

To weld a detached retina, Dr. Cibis employs a photo-coagula tor,
a device which uses the principle of a magnifying glass to
concentrate an intense beam of light on a tiny area.
Absorption of the rays by the pigmented tissue behind the
retina turns the light into heat and produces a weld.

Dr. Paul A. Cibis, left,
performs a delicate retinal
detachment operation in
Washington University's
McMillan Hospital.
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The science of cryogenics has given ophthalmologistll a powerful new tool. Here, intense
cold is used to create a binding weld on the retina. The probe is cooled to -80 degrees
Cc:ntigrade by liquid nitrogen.
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EYE SURGEON
the outer structure of the eyeball. It is composed of sensi
tive layers, containing nerve fibres, neural cells, and rods
and cones, and is, in a way, like the film in a camera .
Detached retinas are apparently as old as the human
species itself, but until very recent times there was nothing
much that could be done about them. Classically, the first
symptom can be the sudden appearance of what look like
jagged flashes of lightning that appear in the eye at the
moment that the retina breaks. In most cases, this is fol
lowed by what appear to be thin columns of smoke slow
ly rising across the visual field of the afflicted eye. These
smoke signals are actually trickles of blood from a rup
tured blood vessel flowing down the eye, but because the
eye inverts all images, they look to the patient like slowly
rising smoke. Finally, if nothing is done, a gray curtain, a
smoky veil, begins slowly and inexorably to blot out all
vision in the damaged eye.
Until 1913, there was no cure. Very, very rarely, a
slight detachment might cure itself, if the retina settled
back in place, but in virtually every case, the lightning
flashes were a warning that an inevitable process had set
in. As about one-third of the patients who develop a de
tachment in one eye eventually get one in the other as
well, the ailment led to many cases of total blindness.
In 1913, a Swiss ophthalmologist, Jules Conin, per
formed the first successful operation on a detached retina.
He pierced the outer covering of the eye, drained the
fluid trapped behind the detached retina, pressed the
retina back into place against the choroid, the pigmented
layer that supports and nourishes the retina, and welded
the break with a cauterizer.
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INCE THE FIRST SUCCESSFUL operation, the same b asic
technique has been employed thousands of times all
over the world. During the intervening half-century, the
methods have been vastly improved, the techniques sharp
ened , and many advances in medicine and surgery ap
plied, but the basic idea remains the same: to get the
retina back into position and to secure it with some kind
of seal.
Today, about 85 per cent of all primary retina detach
ments are corrected successfully. However, if the first op
eration is not a success, or if new breaks occur after the
first operation, which happens to about 20 to 30 per cent
of all patients, a new operation is required. Using con
ventional instruments and techniques, the surgeon is often
unable to repair the delicate, half-millimeter-thick retina,
particularly if scar tissue has formed on its surface.
Dr. Cibis had been performing retina detachment oper
ations for years and, despite his great skill, was faced with
the same problem that beset all his colleagues. Then, he
learned about experiments being performed on laboratory
animals, using silicon injections. He perfected the tech
nique in the laboratory, but was unable to try it on an
actual patient because no one knew if the human eye
could tolerate silicon.
The question was answered four years ago. A St. Louis
internist, Dr. Charles Long, volunteered for the operation.

Dr. Long had a vitreous hemorrhage, as well as a deteri
oration of the retina, developed as a complication of di
abetes. While Dr. Long knew that he could never recover
his sight in the afflicted eye through conventional surgery,
he knew also that he could help save the sight of thousands
of others in the future by volunteering for the operation.
SEPTEMBER 1, 1961, at \Vashington University's Mc
Millan Hospital, Dr. Cibis performed the first opera
tion on a human patient using the silicon injection method .
The operation proved that the silicon method would work
and since then Dr. Cibis and his colleagues have used the
same technique more than 200 times,
The procedure that Dr. Cibis developed requires of the
surgeon great funds of knowledge about the eye and its
pathology, extreme manual skill, and a great deal of cre
ative imagination. Before each operation, the surgeon
must first examine the eye with minute care and must
draw a precise map of the afflicted area to guide him in
the operating room. Conin once said that he had cured
more retinal detachments with the ophthalmoscope than
the knife, and certainly the importance of the preliminary
examinations cannot be overstated.
In the future, modern technology may vastly simplify
and improve the technique. Dr. Cibis has on order for his
operating room a newly developed binocular microscope,
with electronic and micromanipulator equipment, that will
enable him to work with both hands and to use an image
that will appear right side up and no longer inverted.
One of the most important weapons in the retinal sur
geon's battery is the photo-coagula tor, which uses the prin
ciple of the magnifying glass to weld detached retinas. As
both the vitreous matter of the eye and the retina are
transparent to light, the beam arrives at the pigmented
area behind the retina with its energy intact. There, the
pigments absorb the light, turning some of the energy
into heat. The heat causes a tiny burn and the resultant
scar serves as a weld to bind the retina in place.
The photo-coagulator principle has been extended by
some experimenters to the use of laser beams. The term
"laser" is an acronym for "light amplification through stim
ulated emission of radiation." It is being used today with
astounding success in many research and technological
applications, of which its military potential as a "death
ray" is only one.
However, Dr. Cibis feels that the laser has only limited
importance at this time in retinal detachment surgery.
"The laser is only in the experimental stage in surgery,"
Dr. Cibis states. "It is entirely too unreliable and too
dangerous for clinical use ."
One modern scientific development that has conb'ibuted
to practical ophthalmological surgery is the field of cryo
genics-the technological application of extreme cold. In
place of light, heat, or chemicals, Dr. Cibis often employs
a cryogenic probe-a surgical instrument whose tip has
been cooled by liquid nitrogen to a temperature of -80
degrees Centigrade. The intense cold makes a scar just as
does heat, and the probe can also be used to pick up tiny
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Between operations, Dr. Cibis goes over the cases
with two post-reside nt fell ows in retinal detachment
surgery: Dr. Albert Vaiser of Li ma, Peru, and
Dr. Stanley Sholket of Baltimo re.

Dr. Cibis was born in Ge rma ny and educated at th e
Universities of Berlin and He idelberg. He C<l nle to
this co untry in 1949 a nd joined th e staff of th e
School of Med icine ten ye<lrs ago.

Still wea ring his surgical gloves, Dr. Cibis chats with fellow member of the Medical School
sta·ff at the hosp ital co ffee shop . At his right is Dr. Joseph H. Ogura,
professo r of otolaryngology.

EYE SURGEON
pieces of tissue that freeze to the tip. This same technique
can be used to remove non-magnetic foreign bodies from
the eye and to secure tissue samples for examination.
Dr. Cibis was born in Silesia, then part of Germany and
now incorporated into Poland. H e received his medical
degree and his intern training at th e University of Berlin.
His residence training in ophthalmology was taken at the
University of Heidelberg, one of the outstanding centers
of ophthalmological research .
In 1949, he came to the United Sta tes to do research
for the Air Force on the effects of nuclear explosions and
ionizing radiation on the eye. With his long career in aca
demic medicine and research at H eidelberg, Dr. Cibis de
cided in 1955 to leave the Air Force and to join the Wash
ington University staff. For his first seven years at the
University he was a full-time staff member. Then he went
into private practice for several years and, about two years
ago, began to divide his time between teaching and re
search at the University and a private practice.

D

CIBIS HAS A PARTNER, Dr . Edward Okun , instruc
tor in clinical ophthalmology. He also trains two
fellows in retinal surgery every year. The fellows are doc
tors who have completed their residence training in oph
thalmology and are learning the technique of retina de
tachment surgery. Each fellow works with Dr. Cibis for
a year and then usually establishes his own retinal service
at a university hospital elsewhere in the world.
The two current fellows are Dr. Albert Vaiser of Lima,
Peru, and Dr. Stanley Sholket of Baltimore. Among the
many outstanding retinal surgeons Dr. Cibis has trained
are Dr. Francisco Rodriguez, now head of the Department
of Ophthalmology at the University of Bogota, Colombia;
Dr. Peter Lux, now at Heidelberg; Dr. Franz Fankhauser,
at the University of Berne, and Dr. William Knobloch, at
the University of Minnesota . The entire program is part
of the University's Department of Ophthalmology, headed
by Dr. Bernard Becker.
With his partner and two fellows, Dr. Cibis performed
more than one thousand surgical procedures las t year, lim
iting his practice almost exclusively to retinal detachments.
Working ten hours a day and six days a week, Dr. Cibis
takes time off for only one purpose: to meet with other
specialists in his field. One very important biennial meet
ing is the gathering of the Jules Gonin Club, an associa
tion of specalists in retinal surgery from throughout the
world , and named after the found er of the field. \:Vhile
Dr. Cibis travels to all parts of the world to meet with
other experts in the field, other surgeons travel from all
over the world to the \Vashington University Medical
Center to observe Dr. Cibis and his team at work and to
confer with him on various problems in the fielcl.
When Dr. Cibis is not in surgery or at his office, he nor
mally can be found reading medical literature or contrib
uting to it at his comfortable home in the St. Louis suburb
of Creve Coeur. Mrs. Cibis shares her hu sban d's interests
quite naturally: She also has a medical degree from Heidel
berg University and received her specialist training in oph
R.

thalmology there . Both Cibis children are medical stu
dents: Andrea is a junior at the Washington University
School of Medicine and Gerhard is a freshman at Missouri
University's medical school.
Asked whether his son and daughter will become oph
thalmologists, Dr. Cibis says that the decision is entirely
up to them, adding, "1 believe that one should do in life
what he likes best and then he will be happy." Dr. Cibis,
himself, certainly seems to have followed the rule.
Currently, Dr. Cibis is working on a book in which will
be summed up mu ch of the insight he has gained into his
speciality over many years and countless operations. The
work, Vitreoretinal Pathology and Surgery in Retinal De
tachments, will be published soon. It will contain man v
dozens of photographs taken by Dr. Cibis himself, includ
ing many split-lens pictures of the interior of the eye never
before obtain ed.
Dr. Cibis has spent years in the study of heredity and
genetics. Retinal detachment, he points out, is a hereditary
disease. Some retinal detachments can be attributed to
injuries , but even here Dr. Cibis feels that there is most
often a genetic factor involved and tha t the injury is
usually just the precipitating cause.
Approximately one in every 10,000 persons in the nor
mal population suffers a retinal detachment. Among the
nearsighted, the myopic, the incidence rises to about four
to six per cent. The myopic eyeball is elongated, which
puts a strain on the vitreous matter and causes it to lique
fy easier. There is evidence that both the tendency toward
the elongated myopic eyeball and the tendency toward
retina detachment are genetically linked.
\Vhile the percentage of people carrying the gene lead
ing to retinal detachment is small, the incidence of the
ailment should rise as people live longer and as other
diseases are conqu ered. Next to myopes, people who de
velop cataracts are the most prone to retina detachments,
and as Dr. Cibis puts it, "Practically everybody would
develop a cataract if he lived long enough."
IN 10,000 may seem unimpressive, but those fig
ures translate into thousands of suffering individ
uals. This fall, a young Gypsy boy came to the Washing
ton University Medical Center from Germany. His passage
here and his expenses were met by all the members of
his tribe contributing what they could. The case had been
considered hopeless, but a German professor recommended
sending the boy the thousands of miles to Dr. Cibis.
"When he first arrived," Dr. Cibis relates, "the boy's
condition was pitiful. Because of the additional complica
tion of congenital glaucoma, he was so sensitive to light
that he had to hide his face in the pillow. Eight days after
the operation for the retinal detachment with liquid
silicon, his sensitivity to light had disappeared and his
vision was restored to an astounding degree. I laid on the
table a penny, a nickel, and a dime, and do you know, he
could distinguish each of them with ease."
When his fath er came into the room , Dr. Cibis reports,
the boy cried out, " Papa, ich kann sehen!"- I can see!
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Flat statement.
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Sign language can be eloquent.
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CONVERSATION
In a way, a university could be defined as an endless
conversation on a myriad of subjects. This constant campus
conversation ranges from the lecture, through the colloquy,
the seminar, and the bull session to the soliloquy.
Its most characteristic form is the dialogue. Even when
a lecturer is addressing a gathering of hundreds, he is,
in a sense, engaged in a whole series of simultaneous
dialogues with every member of his audience. Even when
the scholar is working alone, he is wrapped up in earnest
dialogue with scholars of the past, with pieces of evidence,
or with the data his experiments are producing.
Some of the conversation at a university is formal and
restricted; some is highly informal and free-wheeling. It
is difficult sometimes to know which is more valuable in
the long run.
The ideal college has been defined as consisting of
Mark Hopkins on one end of a log and a student on the
other. Today's busy university might seem more like a
whole landscape of logs bearing thousands of conversa
tionalists all talking at once. It's only natural that at times
it resembles a log jam.
On the following pages, the camera has recorded just
a few of the countless conversations going on at this
university-in classrooms, laboratories, and dormitories;
on campus walks and playing fields, and in some even
more unlikely settings.
Dog and dean in dialogue.
9

The language of law.

Person to person .

The chairman leads the discussion
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CONVERSATION

for conversation at a university is
formal and official. It involves faculty and students , some
times even members of the board of directors. It has direc
tion and purpose and objectives. It is part of the formal
learning process, part of the research pattern. Out of this
kind of conversation is distilled the real purpose of the uni 
versity: teaching, research, and community service.
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OMETIMES THE SETTlNG

Zoology professor expounds.

Laboratory session .

Conversation with n computer.
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The conversation of art .
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"Simply stated . . ."

Pointed remark.
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CONVERSATION

a campus is
S a little less formal, a little lessonofficial,
even a
OMETIMES THE CONVERSATION

little less verbal. It employs the language of
gesture, it involves a httle more relaxation of
the rules, a somewhat more free approach to
subject matter, a wider range, a looser format.
It is still a vital part of the business of education.
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Hier wird Deutsch gesprochen.

Undercover talk.
Between sketches.
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To class, to talk some more,
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Differing viewpoints.
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CONVERSATION

conversation be
S comes really free. While thethe participants
may
OMETIMES AT A UNIVERSITY,

be part of the campus scene, the locus of their dis
course is often miles , if not light years, away. One
could argue endlessly which is more valuable to a
student-which is the more precious part of his
college years-the formal, prescribed conversation
he must conduct with the experts, living and dead,
in the disciplines which he studies, or the free
swinging, wide-ranging talk that makes up most
of his time on campus.

Down-to-earth humor.

Verbal fencing .

Last word .

Talk to relax by.
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By ROY WILKINS

THE CHALLENGE OF CIVIL RIGHTS

When Roy Wilkins, the executive secretary of the National Association for the Ad
vancement of Colored People, spoke at Washington University in December, he
made the first public announcement of NAACP's plans for establishment of a na
tionwide program of Citizenship Clinics in major cities to "exploit the resources and
strengths of the American Negro." In this article, based on his address, Mr. Wilkins
discusses the challenge of civil rights today, especially for the suburban dwellers
in this country, who have walled themselves off from the diversity of life in America.

struggle for Negro civil
rights in the United States is the Civil Rights Act of
1964, a statute enacted by the Congress on June 19, 1964,
and signed into law by President Johnson on July 2, 1964.
This is the most comprehensive civil rights legislation
ever enacted in the history of our country. Its breadth re
flects not so much our ambitions for the future in this
area as it does our derelictions of the past one hundred
and one years since the Emancipation Proclamation was
issued by Abraham Lincoln.
President Kennedy was among those who believed in
1961 that civil rights legislation would not be needed in
order to bring about definitive progress toward racial
justice. The explosive events of 1963 convinced him that
legislation was needed. Police dogs, fire hoses, and bombs
in Birmingham, and the assassination of Medgar Evers,
NAACP state secretary for Mississippi, helped to change
the President's mind.
Perhaps what was more persuasive, what underlined
the urgency of legislation, was the clear threat to the na
tional interest embodied in the contempt of local govern
ment for individual American freedoms. The treatment of
the Negro minority plainly constituted a major peril to
the freedoms of all Americans.
Mr. Kennedy acted. The bill passed the House on
February 10, 1964, by a vote of 290 to 130, with 138
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Republicans joining 152 Democrats in the bipartisan vic
tory. It passed the Senate on June 19 by a vote of 73-27,
after breaking the filibuster on June 10 by a vote of 71 to
29. Twenty-seven of the 33 Republican Senators voted for
cloture and for the bill. The Republican candidate in the
recent election of November 3 was one of the minority of
six in his party that voted against the bill.
Now that we have the legislation, responsible Amer
icans who love their country more than they love a way
of running the country are obligated to do their best to
carry out the purpose of the Act. This is not a preferential
act. It does not give Negro citizens something white cit
izens do not have. It does not take anything away from
white citizens.
Indeed, if one were not familiar with the history of
race and color in this country, one would wonder why it
should be necessary to set forth such a kindergarten ex
ercise in basic Americanism in a piece of national legisla
tion . The average white American would be amazed at a
legislative proposal to protect his right to register and
vote. He would be equally confounded at a law which
said he must be served in a place of public accommoda
tion.
There is nothing revolutionary in the Civil Rights Act of
1964. It is as old as the Declaration of Independence and
the Bill of Rights. There are ten titles, including ones
17
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dealing with voting rights, public accommodations, equal
employment opportunity, public education, federally as
sisted programs, the Commission on Civil Rights, and the
community relations service.
Alre.c'ldy there has been a gratifying compliance with
what is regarded as the most sensitive and controversial
title: public accommodations. Areas and cities in South
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana, and Mississippi
have begun at least token compliance by hotels, motels,
restaurants, and other public places.

.)
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there must be an ex
pansion of the Civil Rights Division of the Depart
ment of Justice. It must have more lawyers and staff to
handle the government responsibilities set forth in the Act.
Some matters, in the first instance, will be referred to
the Community Relations Service, of which Leroy Collins,
former Governor of Florida, is chairman. But a wide
variety of litigation is indicated. There must be prompt
and vigorous enforcement of the provisions, including the
fair employment section.
Many white Americans have recognized their obliga
tions under the Act. As good citizens they understand that
the law is to be obeyed as a mandate of the people.
Voluntary compliance is preferred, but where this is lack
ing, enforcement measures will be in order. Negro citizens
believe strongly that federal funds allocated to the states
should not be used to underwrite racially discriminatory
projects or programs.
The Negro community must utilize the orderly legal
channels provided by the law. The titles must be ex
plored. Civil rights matters which come under the law
must be handled through the law. Fortunately Negro
Americans, though frequently short-changed by legal ho
cus-pocus, know that sound and lasting progress rests
upon law observance. They will use the new Civil Rights
Act and proceed to prepare themselves to take full advan
tage of the opportunities under the Act.
Through the Civil Rights Act the legislative branch of
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our government has at last joined the executive and
judicial branches in banishing constitutional protection for
differential treatment of American citizens on the basis
of race. In more than a poetic sense, the election on
November 3 was a ratification of a national policy of non
discriminatory equality of opportunity for Negro citizens.
The results testified to the impact of race in the cam
paign, for the loser won only six states, his own (by a
slender margin) and five Deep South states whose voters
were moved primarily by racism.
So it is fair to judge the decisive vote as a mandate on
civil rights as a national policy. The groups who sup
ported the losing candidate are pointing to 26 million
votes as an encouragement for their point of view. But
experienced political observers have held that at least 13
million of the 26 were automatic Republican votes which
would have gone to, say, Walter Reuther, had he been
the nominee of the GOP. If true, this means that the
ultra-right must comfort itself with 13 million votes, less
than 20 per cent of the total vote cast, and with the
strong presumption that a goodly part of that amount is
not an endorsement of the so-called conservative program.
J3.ut the big obligation under the civil rights program is
the one we must suppose moved President Kennedy to
propose legislation in this field: the preservation of the
freedom of the individual which has been the hallmark of
"Vestern civilization, with our proud country the leader
of the democratic West.
All Americans are committed to something more than
words embodied in a statute, important as that commit
ment is. We are committed to a belief, to a conviction,
to an ideal of living, the ideal that drove our forefathers
to these shores more than three centuries ago and that
has attracted the world's intrepid freedom-seekers ever
since. Mr. Kennedy felt in 1963 that the time had come
again in our nation's history for a reaffirmation in law 0/
the deeply held belief that always precedes a legal for
mulation.
Just as in past crises, when the democratic freedoms in

THE CHALLENGE OF CIVIL RIGHTS

After appearing on the \Vednesday
Assembly Series in Graham Chapel, Roy
Wilkins met with the students in an
informal question and answer session
in the Women's Building lounge.

our Bill of Rights had been affirmed, the Chief Executive
proposed legislation to deal with the equality of Americans
who happen not to be white. The question of their free
dom had been debated almost from the time they landed
at Jamestown. It had been before the Constitutional Con
vention in 1787, before every President and Congress
and before state and federal courts. It had caused a great
Civil War. For a round century after that war and its
abolition of slavery, the nation had winked as travesty
after travesty had grown into custom and tradition and
privilege, so strongly entrenched, socially, politically, and
economically as to defy dislodgment.
It is here suggested that the greatest obligation under
the Civil Rights Act is not merely obedience to the letter
of the law, but fealty to the traditions, the ideals that
gave birth to it and, indeed, to all the bounties Americans
now enjoy. In this context, how can California, for ex
ample, justify Proposition 14 which, by a two to one
referendum vote, forbids any fair housing laws forever?
Can any property rights be declared absolute? Does a
man really have the undisputed right to hold and dis
pose of his property as he and he only sees fit? Merely to
pose this question brings the inevitable answer in the
negative. Yet, it was posed in just this way to California
voters on November 3 and received approval.
What would Californians do if states to the east of them
had absolute control over the water in the rivers that
run to the west? The public welfare of California had to
be considered in the matter of water rights. Land-use
regulations, state and federal grazing acts, and local land
law loan rules all restrict the absolute property rights of
ranchers.
Out \Vest there are zoning laws to preserve timber
and to assure reforestation; the lumber baron does not
have absolute power over his timber land. It is not neces
sary, I am sure, to list the regulations that effect the use
of private property: bllilding heights, easements, fractions
of lots which m8Y he occupied hv buildings, protection
for tenants, <lnrl the mvriad reglllations to insure sanita

tion, health and safety. Sanitary legislation, for example,
began in 1389. No owner of property is free to use it
absolutely as he sees fit. Walter Lippman wrote in News
week magazine last year: "No civilized society has long
tolerated the despotic theory of private property. It is
the primitive, naive and false view of private property to
urge that it not be subject to the laws which express the
national purpose and the national conscience."
If we join President Kennedy in subscribing to the view
of the civil rights law as an expression of the national
purpose, then California's Proposition 14 cannot stand
Nor the actions of Detroit and Akron against fair housing.
Attorneys for the NAACP met recently to determine
the nature of the legal challenge to the constitutionality
of Proposition 14. It does seem certain, that regardless of
the court decision, the economic, political, and moral pres
sures against such a restriction based upon skin color will
prevail. That is to say, the movement for desegregation
of housing will go forward and the position of the real
estate board and the real estate industry can only slow
it, but not stop it.
housing and go to the very
personal area of life and liberty under our Constitution
and our national purpose and conscience, how do we
justify a Mississippi?
Twenty-one men have been arrested by the FBI,
charged with conspiracy to deprive three dead men of
their consitutional rights. The men were Michael Schwer
ner, James Chaney, and Andrew Goodman, all civil rights
workers on the Mississippi Summer Project. As all the
world now knows, they were shot and killed last June,
buried under an earthen dam and their bodies discovered
last August.
One of the 21 arrested and freed on bail is Sheriff
Lawrence A. Rainey of Neshoba County in which Phil
adelphia, Mississippi, the murder town, is located. An
other is his deputy, Cecil Price.
News dispatches described these two officers, charged
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with conspiracy in connection with three murders, as
greeting heartily all visitors to the sheriff's office and as
cruising about the town in a sheriff's car as though nothing
had happened.
What is wrong with our government and , more im
portantly, with our morality as a people, that such a cold
blooded horror not only can occur, but can be condoned?
The enormity of such a charge against a law enforcement
officer has Dot dawned upon Sheriff Rainey or upon
Deputy Price or their fellow townsmen. In their world of
Philadelphia, Mississippi, and Neshoba County, it is all
right for peace officers to join in with killers or to permit
killer gangs to operate-if the victims are Negroes or their
friends at work in the civil rights cause.
means nothing. The national
conscience means even less. The Civil Rights Act is
something up there in Washington and Neshoba County
does not maintain diplomatic relations with Washington.
An FBI agent described the Mississippi feeling toward Ne
groes, the Federal Government, white civil rights sympa
thizers, and the world in general as "a religion." And a
religion it is, but a collection of ugly dogma and evil rites :
burnings, beatings, bombs, and blood.
White Mississippians have 1Wt recovered from the days
of slavery. The Negro, trapped, hounded, hobbled, and
humiliated is yet free . These Mississippians are not. They
are shackled to the past in both body and mind. So busy
are they keeping Negroes in the ditch that they do not
realize that they, themselves, are looking and thinking like
ditch-dwellers. The supremacy doctrine with which they
comfort and delude themselves betrays its falsity in a
time like this. We need the Civil Rights Act to save them
as well as to save the Negro minority.
But we will recover from the shame and the illness of
Sheriff Rainey and his Neshoba County, his Mississippi
and its murders. We will recover because we will be about
the cleansing and strengthening work of achieving justice
and opportunity for all, irrespective of race.
We shall take new aim at the targets of discrimination
in employment and housing and public education. We will
strive for full enfranchisement of Negro citizens in Mis
sissippi and in similar areas elsewhere in the South so that
no local or state government will be saddled with a Sheriff
Rainey, and so that our great nation will not be forced
to bow its head in shame before the world.
We will address ourselves again to our cities to try to
see that oW' city youth and our city families have access
to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. Barbara Ward,
the British economist and writer, has this to say about
cities in her recent article, "The City May Be as Lethal as
the Bomb": "... Once arrived in the city, the migrant be
gins the search for work, for the 'golden pavements.' ...
The plight of the unskilled American Negro in a dozen
of America's big cities can be repeated in a hundred others
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around the globe. There is a difference, however-an ex
plosive one: the degree to which in America the line of
misfortune follows the line of race .
".. . Too often those with the means, the self-con
fidence, and the influence to confront the despair and re
volt at the city's core grow up and live in tree-lined
suburbs where, from nursery to maturity, they have face
to-face contact only with their own kind.
"One sees this segregation by residence undermining
political confidence in new African states. One sees it in
New Delhi . . . It is a burning, searing element in the
Negro struggle for emancipation in America, since the
color bar takes away an important safety valve available
in other cities-the ability of anyone to move out, once
a leafy, lawn-grit villa is within his economic grasp.
"Wherever it is found-in new countries or old , in de
veloping continents or the wealthy West-it is dynamite
in the foundations of any urban order. And if, in the next
four or five decades of headlong urban expansion, no
better models emerge, the world is condemning itself to
go through the most socially unstable era it has ever harl
to face ..."
We will not pass by on the other side or make deals
with the architects of proscription and the hatchet men of
hate. Today there is no other side. Cotton country is in
Cadillac Square in Detroit. Bayou country is in St. Louis
and Chicago. Tobacco country is in Philadelphia and
New York. For decades we walked a detour around the
smelly business, but the Southern way of life, to which
we bowed, spawned the problems that now confront, in
person, those who in the past chose to remain safely far
away, cooperative, quiescent, and "understanding" of the
Southern way.
E ARE BEGINNING TO ACT because Negro Americans
are very much here. They have been here since 1619.
They are not going away to Africa or to Barbados or to
South Viet Nam. They are going to live and work and be
housed in their native land , the United States. They are
not going to be insulted, isolated, and exploited forever.
In fact, that treatment is on the way out. The Civil Rights
Act plus the rejection of the Goldwaterites on November
3 but testify to the pace of the change and of the desire
of the people to proceed affirmatively toward racial justice.
Being Americans who have learned their Americanism
through 350 years of working and defending our com
mon country, who have fought their way against road
blocks of every description from the meanest and the low
est to the highest, most subtle and most rarified, Negroes
are not going to stand still in this pulsing time for the
status quo. And our country which heard the Kennedy
call to its inner self and which responded to the pleas of
Lyndon Johnson will not stand still for the status quo. In
today's world it is a time of choosing on freedom and hu
man dignity and America, as always, cannot go back.
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ART

IB.T STRANGE NEW phenomenon called pop art can be
defined as a new way of looking at commonplace
objects. It uses the ordinary things of ordinary life not
only as subject matter, but as actual elements of the
finished work.
Many critics have pointed out that pop art is a natural
expression of our times, an art based on "invoking the
mechanical, the fabricated, and the standardized elements
of collective anonymous urban life." It is an imagery
taken from comic strips and billboards, from packaged
goods and neon signs; an imagery abounding in cartoon
figures, signs, insignia, photographs, labels, utensils,
appliances, and all the other mass-produced artifacts of
our mass-produced times. But these objects are used not
just as symbols. In the words of Jasper Johns, one of the
leading figures in the movement, pop art is "the invasion
of art by raw reality."
On the following pages is a gallery of what might be
called "spontaneous pop art" : random objects and
fortuitous compositions captured at the School of Fine
Arts by Photographer Herb Weitman. In a sense, they
may be said to carry pop art one step further-to an art
form in which the objects themselves make a statement
about reality, without intervention of the artist. While
at first glance these spontaneous compositions might
seem prosaic and mundane, as Time magazine put it
recently, "Through the looking glass of pop art, nothing is
quite what it seems."
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Student Lynne Draxler becomes a part of pop art. Left: she punctuates
No.3 by Morris Louis; below: she is shown with the composition
Still Life No. 25 by Tom Wesselmann.
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CHEMISTRY: The Science of Change

~

\Vashington University's chemists are studying the behavior of matter in a wide variety
of forms ranging from infinitesimal sub-atomic particles to giant protein molecules.

wo PIECES OF GRAPH PAPER are the only decorations
in the office of Dr. Sam Weissman, professor of chem
istry at Washington University.
The repetitious, vertical lines on the graphs, which
hang on the wall by his desk, bring to mind a hurried
penmanship exercise from a grammar school class of
twenty years ago, \Vhen Professor Wei~sman came into
the office, he explained that the graphs were part of an
experiment, which, twenty years ago, would probably
have been considered impossible. The lines traced the very
brief history of a molecule called a free radical. The
molecule, as described in one graph, carried out a chem
ical reaction at the radical rate of 100 billion times a
second.
"I guess I'm a nut on the subject, but unless things
change there is no chemistry," Professor Weissman said.
"Chemistry has to do with the processes of change among
distinguishable things, and the main object today is to
find out more about the processes themselves. To describe
a chemical reaction, you have to know how it starts and
ends. But what happens in the act of changing is very im
portant."
A very powerful tool for gaining an understanding of
rapid chemical processes, he continued, was made possible
largely by physicists, who, in the mid-1940's, discovered
methods of detecting magnetic properties which result
from the spinning of electrons and nuclear particles.
Magnetic resonance machines were developed to de-
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teet this magnetism and were used subsequently to locate
the various positions of electrons within a molecule and
the rate at which electrons migrate from one molecule to
another during a chemical reaction. Although many of the
highly reactive free radicals exist for only millionths of a
second, they are essential parts of numerous chemical
processes, ranging from the formation of water molecules
to reactions which produce the huge molecules of plastics.
"Tracking free radicals is an everyday operation now
in industrial labs. In one large company, people are lined
up at four magnetic resonance machines to have various
compounds looked at," Professor \Veissman said. "If
industrial chemists can find out what free radicals exist
in the reactions they use to make materials such as
plastics, they can squelch or scavenge the free radical
processes to make production of the materials more ef
ficient. For instance, if ten reactions are necessary to
make a material and you can improve each reaction by
10 per cent, you will get an enormous overall improve
ment in efficiency. This of course cuts production costs."
"The machine I've had the most fun with was built by
Professor Jonathan Townsend of the Physics Department,"
Dr. vVeissman continued. He then went into a laboratory
next door where the magnetic resonance machine was
in action. The focal point of the device was two drum
shaped magnetic coils which sandwiched a small vial.
He explained that the vial contained a sulphur com
pound and that free radical signals from the compound

Dr. David Lipkin, chainnan of
the Department of Chemistry,
and Dr. Sam Weissman,
profe~sor of chemistry, confer
in the laboratory.
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were being recorded on an oscilloscope. The oscilloscope
was connected to a special type of computer, called a
computer of average transients, which was being used
to eliminate random noise signals which tend to interfere
with weak free radical signals.
To explain how free radical signals are tracked , Profes
sOr Weissman reviewed a few facts of basic chemistry: A
single electron generates a magnetic field because it spins
rapidly on its axis. Typically, the electrons in a given
molecule share common orbital paths, and cancel out each
other's magnetic fields. A free radical molecule has an
odd number of electrons and the "extra" electron retains
its magnetism. The magnetic resonance machine induces
an oscillating magnetic field through the molecule which,
at the resonant frequency of the electron, tips the electron
over on its axis. Energy is absorbed by the free radical
sample and the dip in energy is recorded by the machine,
resulting in a sharp vertical line on the graph at the out
put. In a complex free radical molecule, many vertical
lines are observed as the electron also interacts with the
magnetic fields of various nuclei in the molecule. How
close the electron comes to a given nucleus determines
the effect of the nucleus on the magnetic resonance
spectrum shown on the graph.
"If you know the general shape of the molecule,
that is, the arrangement of its atoms, then you can study
these magnetic reactions and map such things as electron
density and electron transfer in the molecules," Professor
Weissman said.
Professor Weissman's labora
tory on electron distribution, for example, has had sig
nificant implications in research being carried out by
Dr. David Lipkin, chairman of the Chemistry Department.
"To do Professor Weissman justice as a person, scholar,
and teacher isn't an easy task," Dr. Lipkin said. "He
has a warm personality. He is a fount of information
to both his students and colleagues. I think that many
scientists would agree that he is one of the world's best
chemists. He showed how electron spin resonance tech
niques could be used to give clearer insights into the
behavior of matter, whether in simple systems or complex
ones, such as those encountered in biology; he was also
the first to apply electron spin resonance techniques to
the measurement of rates of very rapid electron-transfer
reactions in substances."
Techniques which Professor Weissman helped to de
velop have enabled chemists to make predictions about
the behavior of molecules in carrying out various reac
tions, Professor Lipkin continued. He pointed out that he
has made use of these techniques in attempting to build
up complex compounds from simple coal tar hydrocar
hons, which have molecular skeletons related to those in
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some biologically active compounds. Professor Lipkin's re
search has demonstrated new ways in which rings of car
bon atoms can be added to the hydrocarbon, naphthalene.
Naphthalene is a coal tar derivative used extensively in
the manufacture of dyes, moth balls, and explosives. The
long-range goal of this research is to synthesize steroids
of interest to biochemists and biologists. The steroid fam
ily of compounds includes such substances as the power
ful chemotherapeutic agent cortisone, and several of the
sex hormones. Cortisone is presently manufactured from
plant-derived compounds of much greater complexity than
naphthalene .
"There is a fantastically large number of steps involved
in making cortisone in current methods . At present we
keep hoping that our experiments will contribute to a
simplification of syntheses such as these and also will pro
vide methods of preparing new compounds of biological
interest. So far we've run into an abundance of unex
pected difficulties. At the moment we have at least pro
duced some simpler, but new, compounds of interest to
chemists. And we have had fun exploring new chemical
reactions," Professor Lipkin said .
In 1963, in a second series of experiments, Professor
Lipkin developed new compounds and new ways of mak
ing known compounds which opened vistas, not only in
basic research in genetics, but also in the fields of phar
macology and clinical medicine. As he described the re
search project, Professor Lipkin frequently paced up and
down in front of the blackboard in his office, puffing on
his pipe (because he bears a resemblance to Basil Rath
bone, the sight evoked memories of a Sherlock Holmes
monologue on some complex mystery) .
Just a few years ago, Professor Lipkin continued, the
first drug to attack a virus infection specifically and ef
fectively was developed by chemists who introduced
iodine atoms into molecules which are fragments of the
well-known nucleic acids-deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
and ribonucleic acid (RNA). The drug was used sub
sequently in human patients to treat the herpes simplex
virus, which attacks the eye tissue and can cause blindness.
The steps in producing the drug, called iododeoxyuridine,
were numerous, complex, and expensive.
Since Professor Lipkin's special research interest was
the chemistry of the nucleic acids and related compounds,
his curiosity was aroused by the development of the new
drug. In 1958, he began experiments to see if iodine
atoms could be introduced into known points of the
complex RNA and DNA molecules. If this could be done,
then the study of the diffraction of X-rays within the
molecule could be even more fruitfully applied to de
termining how the genetically important DNA is con
structed.
DNA is constructed of a series of four basic units
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molecules known as nucleosides . Professor Lipkin ex
plained that before attempting to iodinate an intact DNA
molecule, the individual nucleosides had to be investigated
separately. He succeeded in iodinating the nucleosides,
one consequence of which was the development of a
novel and excellent method of producing iododeoxyuridine
(this made it possible to reduce greatly production costs
of the drug) . The new method also produced new com
pounds which are being tested for potential use as chem
otherapeutic agen ts in the treatment of various diseases.
Still another advance resulting from the experiment was
the contribution of additional knowledge of the chemistry
of the element, iodine.
"Six years and much hard work later, however," Pro
fessor Lipkin said, "we are only at the threshold of putting
iodine atoms into the enormous molecules of the nucleic
acids themselves."
HREE INGREDIENTS ARE REQIDRED to produce the iodine
compounds, Professor Lipkin continued: (1) an ap
propriate solven t in which to carry out reactions, (2) a
chemical catalyst necessary to start the reaction, and (3) a
chemical reagent which actually carries the iodine atoms
into bonds with the target molecules.
After numerous trials with several types of reagents,
he succeeded in getting the iodine atoms where he want
ed them . Naturally, there was great excitement in the
Lipkin camp.
"We immediately prepared quantities of fresh solvent
to proceed with synthesis of our new compounds on a
larger scale," Professor Lipkin said. "But when we mixed
in the reagent, nothing happened ." Excitement faded to
momentary bewilderment.
"We ran our experiment again and again, but still no
reaction . Then we sat down and reconsidered the problem
carefully. It occurred to us that the old solvent, which we
had used , might have contained an impurity, which acted
as a catalyst. Playing a scientific hunch, we made some
guesses as to the character of the crucial impurity. After
a look around the storeroom for a sample of it, we tried
another experiment. It worked. Now we are aware that a
substance known as butyl disulfide is an excellent catalyst
for the reaction which we had discovered," he said.
"Some chemists today have a tendency to speculate
that you can by-pass laboratory work, merely using new
mathematical techniques to calculate the results of pro
posed research on paper. Our experience with the iodine
compounds may give one answer to that argument," he
added with a smile.
There is one place other than the laboratory where
Professor Lipkin likes to find his colleagues: the class
room. "This department is a perfect refutation of the
charge that research interferes with teaching. Our best
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men teach fundamental courses. And , there are many
men in the department who do both excellent research
and teaching," he said.
Professor Lipkin recalled that the late Joseph Kennedy,
who was department chairman from 1946 until his death
in 1958, was both an outstanding scientist and gifted
teacher. "After one of Professor Kennedy's lectures, one
freshman was overheard saying to another, 'That was a
wonderful lecture.' And his friend replied, 'Yes, it amazes
me ... he's a brilliant chemist, yet he's a good teacher!'
Professor Kennedy brought many men to the department
whose teaching abilities proved to be contradictory to the
student's stereotyped idea of a scientist."
In moves to avoid overspecialization in the department,
Dr. Kennedy set the policy that there would be only
professors of chemistry at Washington University and no
"professors of physical chemistry" or "professors of organic
chemistry" and so on, Professor Lipkin continued. "He also
insisted that graduate students should be well-grounded
in a number of areas of chemistry despite any individual
feelings to concentrate in one area only. Some students
have complained bitterly over this policy, but they have
come back in later years to thank us for a liberal, scientific
education. It has often been the case that a broader train
ing has led to better and more challenging positions," he
said.
Professor Lipkin would have been gratified by an in
cident which took place in the office of Dr. David
Gutsche, the day after he commented on the need for
liberal graduate training. Two new graduate students de
cided, after looking over their class schedules, that they
should actually take on more work to broaden themselves.
They marched up to the office of their adviser, Professor
Gutsche, and read a sign on the door: "Don't Knock,
Come On In . .. If The Door Is Locked, Knock' If It's
Important." It was unlocked, so they entered and pro
posed their ambitious plans, which included a special class
in glassblowing. Professor Gutsche sympathized with their
eagerness, but advised them that their original classload
would keep them quite busy . After he had explained the
extent of the theory and laboratory work ahead of them,
the students accepted the advice.
Students seldom find Professor Gutsche's door locked;
when it is, they know that he is probably pondering ways
of building chemical models of the very complex mol
ecules called enzymes.
Enzymes are a special class of protein molecules which
catalyze the various chemical events in a living cell, Pro
fessor Gutsche said. "They do it in a way which often
seems miraculous to the chemist," he added. Enzymes
bring reacting molecules, called substrates by the bio
chemist, together in such a way that only one specific and
very rapid reaction occurs. This is in contrast to what
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usually happens when the chemist makes the same sub
strate molecules react under ordinary laboratory condi
tions.
In the chemist's hands, under so-calJed in vitro condi
tions, the reaction is non-specific and much slower than
under in vivo conditions in the cell. Under the influence
of enzymes, inefficient reactions become efficient, allowing
the processes of life to proceed in a rapid yet well-ordered
fashion, Dr. Gutsche said. Virtually all of the many reac
tions that occur in the living cell are enzyme-catalyzed,
ranging from so simple a process as the dissolution of
carbon dioxide in water to the complex process of digest
ing a protein molecule, he explained.
"Two centuries ago it was thought that synthesis of
the compounds of nature required some special magic, a
vital force. vVe now know that this is not true, and it
has been demonstrated many times over that man can
carry out laboratory syntheses of such substances," he said .
The difference between the laboratOIY, or in vitro proc
ess, and the in vivo process in the living cell is a quan
titative rather than a qualitative one. That is, the cell uses
the same type of chemistry that goes on in the test tube,
but uses it in a more refined and elegant fashion through
the agency of enzymes. The enzymes also exert their ac
tion through the same types of forces, chemical and other
wise, that are operative in the test tube.
"What the chemist has not yet learned, though , is the
exact way in which these forces are brought to bear on
the substrate system which the enzyme is catalyzing,"
Dr. Gutsche continued. This, in fact, poses one of the ma
jor problems in biochemistry today, namely the mechanism
of enzyme action. It is also a problem in chemistry, but
the chemist must confine himself to somewhat different
aspects of the problem than the biochemist. The biochem
ist starts with the enzyme itself and seeks to discern its
structure and, particularly, the structure of the part that
is most intimately involved with the substrate molecules.
The chemist, on the other hand , attempts to simplify cer
tain of the complex structural aspects by working with
enzyme models. These are compounds which are vastly
simpler than the enzymes in terms of the total number
of atoms. They may be as much as 100 times smaller
than the enzymes. "What the chemist assumes is that the
most important part of an enzyme is concentrated in a
small portion of its structure and that by building some
thing to resemble this small portion he may be able to
gain insight into the chemical details of enzyme action,"
Professor Gutsche said.
A specific example of this kind of approach in Dr.
Gutsche's laboratory concerns the reaction between a
compound called glyceraldehyde and another compound
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called dihydroxyacetone. The living cell has an enzyme
named aldolase which can make the two compounds re
act rapidly and in a very specific way to form the sugar
fructose. When the chemist tries this in the laboratory,
however, the reaction is a great deal slower and produces
two sugars, fructose and sorbose. "We are, at the moment,
trying to make an enzyme model for this reaction system
which will mimic the enzyme aldolase in its action. That
is to say, we are trying to syntheSize a compound which
will make the reaction between glyceraldehyde and dihy
droxyacetone go more rapidly and more specifically,"
Professor Gutsche said.
"Unfortunately, there are no guidelines for designing
such a synthesis, for this kind of investigation is an
absolutely virgin field. 'vVe are forced first to unravel the
precise chemical details of the test tube reaction; to use
the chemist's terminology, we must understand the
mechanism of the reaction. Only with this information,
combined with what details the biochemist can provide
about the enzyme itself and what intuition our own brains
might supply, does an enzyme model adventure become
feasible . In the glyceraldehyde-dihydroxyacetone problem
we are now at this stage. After studying the mechanism
of the reaction for several years, we now feel that it is
sufficiently well-understood to permit us to go ahead and
attempt to make an enzyme model. 'Vhether or not this
will be successful remains to be seen," Professor Gutsche
said.
The chemist's approach to the problem of enzyme
catalysis is different from that of the biochemist, and his
interest may also be different, he continued. "The organic
chemist concerned with synthesizing molecules is fasci
nated by, and envious of, the enzyme's ability to make
reactions proceed quickly and specifically. His interest in
knowing how the enzymes work stems from a hope that
he will be able to use enzyme mechanisms in laboratory
syntheses. He foresees the day when he can make com
pounds with the same degree of sophistication and finesse
that the living cell uses. With this capability, the chemist
can then embark on syntheses presently beyond his reach
and can compete with nature on a new and higher level,"
Dr. Gutsche concluded.
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HILE PROFESSOR GUTSCHE is concentrating on the
effects of enzymes on organic reactions, his colleague,
Dr. Alfred Holtzer, is investigating the structure of a
group of proteins of a much larger size. Professor Holtzer
explained that he is trying to learn more about the phys
ical features of the huge, rod-like proteins which make up
voluntary muscle tissue. This tissue has the property of
contracting and relaxing when stimulated. More detailed
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knowledge of its constituent proteins will lead to a better
understanding of the fundamental mechanism of muscular
contraction.
In seeking more knowledge about proteins, Professor
Holtzer uses a variety of techniques. These range from
the operation of high speed centrifuges (ultracentrifuges)
in separating protein molecules from solution to cranking
meatgrinders to mince up muscle tissue from rabbits.
When asked whether his work represented something
new for chemists in its resemblance to medical research
techniques, Professor Holtzer quickly dismissed the no
tion. "I think most people would identify Louis Pasteur as
an important contributor to the field of medicine-yet
he was a chemist," Professor Holtzer said. And, he con
tinued, it was chemists working in the early 19th century
who coined the name for proteins from the Creek word,
proteios (holding first place) in recognition of the vital
role of proteins in biochemical processes. Since that time
chemists have labored to learn the composition and laby
rinthine structure of proteins, which are often referred to
as the building blocks of living tissue.
Advances made in recent years in Professor Holtzer's
branch of research have contributed to the field of biology
which might be called microanatomy. Before outlining
some of the advances, Professor Holtzer reviewed a few
points about the properties of proteins. Proteins are built
from about 25 types of amino acids which are bound to
gether in long chains. The number of each type of amino
acid in a molecule and the ways in which the amino acid
units are ordered is known as the primary structure of
the protein. The chains must in turn be folded in a specific
way, known as the secondalY structure, in order for the
protein to function. In addition, there is a tertiary struc
ture--the specific way in which the various sections of
the folded chain are packed within the molecule. The
secondary and tertiary forces help to hold the molecule in
the shape which is a requisite for biological action. The
focus of Dr. Holtzer's work has been the experimental
determination of the sizes and shapes of protein molecules
and the study of the chemical forces existing between the
segments of the long, convoluted chains.
The primary structure of proteins, that is, the knowl
edge of the exact sequence of amino acids, has been de
termined for only about a half-dozen of the thousands of
known proteins. The detailed description of the rather
small protein, insulin, is the best known example. The
fact that the primary structure is so difficult to map is
not very surprizing when one considers the enormous size
of protein molecules. A typical protein molecule is about
200 times the weight of the relatively complex molecule
of sugar, glucose. Moreover, proteins in muscle tissue are

considerably larger than most and learning their precise
amino acid sequence seems to be a long way off, Professor
Holtzer stated.
In the last few years, chemists from various parts of
the world have contributed information which has led to
descriptions of the general physical structure of muscle
proteins which can tell us more about the muscle itself,
he continued . "In school you may have seen textbook
pictures of vDluntary muscle tissue, which were taken
through a light microscope: the fibres resemble a ladder
with pairs of heavy dark bands at regular intervals." Elec
tron micrographs of the striated muscle tissue have shown
that the dark bands result from the overlapping of two
series of filaments which make up the tissue.
Research in physical chemistry has found further that
one series of the filaments is made of protein molecules
called myosin, and the other series of molecules of the
protein actin. It has also been determined that the two
molecules interact biologically: they are drawn together
when the muscle tissue is contracting and are separated
when the muscle is relaxed, Professor Holtzer explained.
Professor Holtzer and his co-workers have gathered
information on the secondary and tertiary structures of
the molecules through use of three principal research tech
niques. These have included the study of light scattered
by the molecules, measurements taken in the ultracen
trifuge and similar analyses of the molecules after they
were broken down by digestive enzymes such as trypsin.
Although these methods are very indirect and painstaking,
chemists have been able to use them to piece together a
model of myosin, and of some of the other larger
molecules.
HE NET RESULT OF SEVERAL research groups, including
Professor Holtzer's, has shown that the myosin mole
cule has a stubby, ellipsoidal head and a tail consisting
of strands of amino acid units in the form of a double
helix. In rough physical outline, the molecule resembles
the common cattail plant. Additional studies have led to
the deductions that the heads, or heavy parts of the myo.
sin molecules, are grouped in the striated filaments so
that they are always on the surface and that it is this
part of the molecule which must interact with the actin
molecules within the striated bands of tissue during
muscular contraction.
Armed with improved microscopic techniques and
guided by models provided by chemists, two groups of
electron microscopists recently undertook the formidable
task of trying to photograph directly the features of in
dividual myosin molecules. Both research groups produced
pictures which verified the findings of the chemists. Pro
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fessor Holtzer said that the goal of future research is to
gain a clearer picture of the complex folding of the amino
acid chain within the myosin molecule, which is the basis
of its cattail shape.
Professor Holtzer's colleague, Dr. Arthur Wahl, in
turn can never hope to see photographs which outline
directly the particles involved in his research. Dr. Wahl
is studying the nature of atomic nuclei which, when com
pared in size to proteins, are infinitesimal. To give a rough
idea of the relative sizes of an atomic nucleus and a
typical protein: If a nucleus had the diameter of a penny,
then a protein molecule, if stretched out, would extend
100 miles.
There is one Similarity in the research of the two men:
both use rabbits in phases of their experiments. While
Professor Holtzer relies on rabbits as a source of muscle
tissue, Professor Wahl utilizes a mechanical device called
a "rabbit" which travels between his laboratory and the
University's cyclotron in five seconds flat.
Professor Wahl's laboratory was built close to the cyclo
tron because his research concerns the processes of nu
clear fission, phenomena of fundamental and vital in
terest. Although man's use of fission has brought the
world into a drastically changed political and military cli
mate, because of the weaponry it has produced, scientists
are just beginning to get a detailed picture of its precise
mechanisms, Professor Wahl stated .

F

of a nucleus, he con
tinued, occurs when certain nuclei are bombarded by
and absorb a neutron-a nuclear particle with no charge.
"Fission is a novel event for nuclei because of the tre
mendous forces holding nuclear particles together, " he
added.
In a typical fission experiment, Professor Wahl pointed
out that neutron bombardment in a cyclotron is used to
split the uranium isotope, U235. This is the same fission
process that furnishes energy for nuclear explosions and
many types of nuclear reactors. But more interesting to
scientists doing fundamental research is the fact that fis
sion yields fragments which form the nuclei of other
elements. The elements produced by fission range from
zinc (atomic number 30) to terbium (atomic number 65).
The extremely short lives of many of these fission products
make it very difficult to measure their properties.
And this is where the "rabbit" has come in handy. It is
a metal cylinder which travels through a pneumatic tube
that bridges the 50 feet from Professor Wahl's laboratory
to the cyclotron. The five seconds it takes to travel this dis
tance is none too soon. For example, after U235 has been
split in the cyclotron, one of the resulting elements , the
isotope barium-143, will dwindle to an immeasureable
amount in about two minutes. And so will its comple
ISSION, OR THE SPLITTING APART
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mentary fission product, krypton-91. When the rabbit
brings back a sample of fission products to the laboratory
they must be quickly separated and analyzed by chemical
techniques.
Occasionally, someone will have difficulty in removing
the cap from the rabbit and the experiment must be re
peated. Although a very relaxed individual, Dr. Wahl
said that he has had trouble a few times in handling
the urgent relay from the cyclotron. He added that he is
planning to incorporate adjacent to the cyclotron a new
chemical separation device, which, hopefully, will com
plete the initial analysis in one second.
Professor Wahl went on to explain that the barium and
krypton fragments are each the beginning of a chain of
fission product genealogy. Five different elements ap
pear in each of these decay processes before stable atoms
are produced. Many of the fission products have never
been studied before.
Because of the lack of detailed information on short
lived fission products, experimentation such as Professor
Wahl's is being watched by researchers who are building
short-lived reactors which some day may power rockets
in space. Some of these products tend to slow down the
functioning of the reactors and also, being radioactive, are
potentially dangerous contaminants. Detailed investiga
tions of them could lead to the design of more efficient
and safer reactors.
In the early 1940's, scientists also followed with in
terest experiments by four men, including Professor Wahl
and the late Professor Kennedy, who were then conduct
ing research at the University of California at Berkeley.
They discovered a new element, plutonium, and subse
quently, an isotope of plutonium-plutonium 239. It
turned out that this isotope could be split by neutron
irradiation and, like U23G, participate in a chain reaction.
The main purpose in charting the processes of fission,
however, is to try to improve man's understanding of the
fundamental behavior of matter, Professor Wahl empha
sized. Indeed, basic research is the hallmark of the entire
department of chemistry at Washington University.
In commenting on the department's approach to basic
research, only part of which has been outlined here,
Chairman Lipkin said: "A great many advances in med
icine and other fields would not have been made unless
someone in fundamental research had done the necessary
groundwork. It should be understood that a scientist doing
basic research doesn't try to 'apply' science to a single
goal. This presumes that he knows the answers to start
with . When working at the frontiers of knowledge, a
scientist may uncover phenomena never seen before. Ap
plications of his discoveries may come later, but it's
important in itself that we first gain a better understand
ing of nature."

By ROBERT
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CRIMINAL LAW

With the help of a sizeable bequest, Washington University's Law
School is currently developing one of the nation's top research
and teaching programs in this vital but neglected area of the law.

over-active imaginations ever
daydream about the possibility of being grabbed
one night by the police, hauled off to jail, and charged
with a crime they didn't commit. Those with the best
imaginations write novels or television scripts about their
dreams.
The average layman, however (and to some extent
the average lawyer) , probably gives less thought to crim
inal law-either its constitutional basis or its administra
tion-than he does to the luncheon menu he re-reads
daily at his favorite restaurant. All he really cares is
that local criminals are apprehended and convicted.
As one of America's foremost trial lawyers, Judge
Samuel S. Leibowitz, has said , "I hear many people call
ing out 'Punish the guilty,' but very few are concerned
to clear the innocent ."
If the Washington University Law School has its way,
everyone of its graduates will care a good deal about
clearing the innocent, and he'll know as much about the
workings of criminal law as any law graduate in the
country, save those few with wide experience in the
specialty.
In recent years a burgeoning program of courses and
research in criminal law has been developing at the
School under the enthusiastic direction of Professor Frank
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W. Miller, who has been at the University since 1948. At
that time, only one three-hour course was offered in
criminal law. Now there are three, and a fourth will be
added next fall. One faculty member, from the civil side,
inquired facetiously if Miller and his crime unit plan to
secede from the School and start their own institution.
The program is about to take another leap forward
this year as the result of a gift of $810,000 from the
estate of Anne Calvin Carr, a St. Louisan who died in
1963 and whose father practiced law in the city during
the 19th century. Late this fall Mill er was named Carr
Professor of Criminal Law.
"The income from the Carr fund will be about $30,000
a year," Miller says. "In most of the sci ences that would
be a drop in the bucket; but in law- in our program-it
will make possible all sorts of needed research, as well as
the personnel and library materi als required to carry it
out."
Library additions will includ e many "fugitive materials,"
such things as annual reports and operating manuals of
police departments and prosecutors' offices. Through Carr
funds, a law librarian will be able to devote one day a
week to obtaining and cataloging these valuabl e materials.
Other necessary personnel to be added include a nearly
full time research associate, Mrs. Mary Lou 'W olfarth, a
35

Professor Frank W. Miller has
directed the development of the
expanded program in criminal
law at the Law School.
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1964 L aw School graduate who was fust in her other
wise all male class, plus a secretary.
"Another important contribution the gift will make,"
Miller explains, "is to permit us to involve our students
even more than previously in our research . Law students,
like other students, have very scholarly instincts, if you
just let them know you consider them capable."
Miller's Criminal Justice seminar is presently making a
preliminary effort at drafting a model set of instructions
for judges to give juries in certain kinds of criminal cases,
a project that could conceivably reduce the number of
appeals based on unsound handling of jury instruction.
And one of Miller's students has been awarded a Mis
souri Bar Association grant to draft a statute on criminal
discovery ( the means for the defense and the prosecution
to share some of the accumulated evidence before trial).
Criminal law practice is lucrative to only a handful of
top professionals, Miller points out, and it still lacks, and
probably will continue to lack, the prestige of other
legal specialties. "But the ongoing criminal law process is
probably as important to the citizen as any process there
is, in making sure this country continues to function as
a democracy."
"Full enforcement of the law is clearly a myth," he de
clares. "The absence of adequate resources makes what is
known as administrative accommodation the reality. Sup
pose every time the police had adequate knowledge of
the commission of a crime and of the offender, as well as
enough evidence to satisfy the prosecutor, that the of
fender were prosecuted to the limit of the law. We
wouldn't have nearly enough prosecutors, courts, or jails
to handle the traffic. We have a selective enforcement
process. One thing we're trying to do in our research is
to isolate the criteria which are employed on a day-by
day basis by the officials who make the decisions about
who will and who will not be prosecuted. Because if those
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decisions are being made wholly arbitrarily, the demo
cratic system could break down as easily here as it could
if we let the formal law structure collapse."
The broad goals of the WU program are to contribute,
through vigorous research , to an understanding of the
criminal Jaw process and to develop, through outstanding
teaching, lawyers keenly attuned to the need for making
it an adequate process.
Miller says, "When danger signals appear, whether in
the form of an increased crime rate or as accusations of im
proper police methods, it's going to be up to the lawyers
to investigate. We hope our program will help our grad
uates to know when such investigation is necessary and
how to go about it."
Concern with criminal justice is not new. What is new
is the gradual but quickening abandonment of the twin
theories that legal research consists solely of reviewing
statutes and court decisions, and that legal education can
be accomplished exclusively in the confines of a large lec
ture room and a stately library.
The influence of the social sciences is being felt. To
the legal scholar today, empirical data includes more than
the written record; it includes first-hand observations of
the activities of police officers, prosecuting attorneys, de
fense counsels, judges, prison wardens, parole boards,
everyone connected with the processes of arrest, trial, and
correction.
Miller and two colleagues-Associate Professor Jules
Gerard and Assistant Professor Robert O. Dawson-and
their students are spending more and more time away
from January Hall, the Law School headquarters, record
ing on-the-spot "the way things are."
"Field work is more expensive than traditional library
research. Consequently, the Carr gift puts us in a very
favorable position," Miller explains.
Gerard supplies two examples of what the new em
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Old woodcut: Prisoner in the Dock

piricism in legal research means. "In the 'separate but
equal' case (Plessy vs. F erguson-1896), the decision of
the Supreme Court was based on certain assumptions
about what separation of the races means . The court dis
missed the contention that 'the enforced separation of the
two races stamps the colored race with a badge of in
feriority ,' and observed: 'If this be so, it is not by reason
of anything found in the act, but solely because the
colored race chooses to put that construction on it.'
"Then in the historic 1954 decision (Brown vs. the
Board of Education), the Supreme Court was criticized
for using empirical studies by Gunnar Myrdal and others
which showed the bases for earlier decisions to be un
sound. It seems certain that there will be more and more
reliance by the courts on such studies."
Some studies are quite informal, but informative none
theless. Two summers ago, Gerard and six other law
teachers watched for two hours the proceedings in a
Chicago courtroom . "At the end of that time," he relates,
"none of us had any idea what had gone on. We knew
the judge was setting bond, but we had no inkling about
who the defendants were, what kinds of cases were being
considered, or what stage of the criminal process this
was.
What, Gerard asks, would a young lawyer, taught
traditionally about orderliness of courtroom procedure,
think on first encountering this kind of situation? "And
if we couldn't figure it out," he adds, "how must the poor
defendant feel?"
Says one former student, "It's disheartening at first,
discovering that statutes, precedents, and criminal codes
are being ignored altogether in certain instances. Our job
is to report that this is so, to attempt to determine why
it is so, and finally to work toward the elimination of
the abuses or, where justified, to urge the drafting of new
and more realistic statutes or codes."
H

Outside the classroom, Miller, Gerard, and Dawson de
vote about 80 per cent of their time to "pure" research,
although each man usually has one or more "action
oriented" projects underway at any given moment. The
term "applied research" is shunned , one might guess be
cause the findings of all researches by these men-whether
done merely for the sake of knowing, with no immediate
end in mind, or in answer to a specific need-seem to en
joy almost instantaneous classroom application.
"I suppose," Miller says, "that the distinguishing char·
acteristic of this law school is the remarkable commit
ment to outstanding teaching by a faculty that is extreme
ly research-minded. There is a feeling of obligation to
make research results readily available and applicable to
classroom use."
A striking example of this desire is a new course be
ing developed by Miller and Dawson for introduction
next year. The course, Systems of Legal Control of De
viant Behavior, will focus on the relationships among the
criminal, juvenile, and mentally ill processes. It will bring
to four the number of criminal law courses taught; the
others are the original three-hour course, Criminal Law,
now carrying four credits; an Administration of Criminal
Justice Seminar; and a Corrections seminar. A handful of
others, including Constitutional Law, Evidence, and
Pleading are closely related, at least in part. Only the
basic COurse is a requirement for graduation.
Materials for the new systems course are being pre
pared by Miller and Dawson, using fresh research re
ports as their bases. In the criminal area, they will use
data compiled for an American Bar Foundation series of
volumes on investigation, arrest, charging, adjudication,
and sentencing. Miller is preparing the volume on charg
ing, and Dawson is contributing to the one on sentenc
ing and parole. One of Dawson's senior students is
currently studying the informal dispositions of the St.
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Louis County Juvenile Court, in preparation of a seniur
"note," a law journal article. His report likewise will be
com e part of the material for the new course.
"We're especially interested," Dawson explains, "in de
termining just how the decisions are made for placing an
individual into one system or another, and then in mak
ing this information available to our students."
Th e course reRects another trend : toward interdis
ciplinary cooperation. Initially, it will include senior law
students, second year students from the School of Social
Work, and other graduate students in the socia l sciences.
Eventually, Miller and Dawson hope to attract medical
students as well, especially those headed for careers in
psychiatry. A portion of the course will deal with profes
sional responsibility: how the lawyer, the social worker,
and th e psychiatrist can be sure the procedures in these
areas are fair.
Since few law graduates, from Washington University
or elsewhere, become criminal lawyers, why all the con
cern in recent years about this unglam orous facet of our
legal system? There are probably two main reasons for
the increased attention , Miller indica tes. One is the num
ber of recent Supreme Court d ecisions relating to the de
fense of indigents, the admissibility of certain kinds of
evidence, and convictions based on confessions illegally
obtained. The second reason is the growing realization
that lawyers, judges, and police d epa rtm en ts must be
made aware of just how the law is b ei ng applied-how
and when and by whom the d ecisions to arrest, charge,
prosecute, judge, and sentence are b eing made.
Whether through public defende r agencies or simply
by means of assigned counsel, more lawyers are going to
be called on to defend indigen ts, Gerard poi nts out. He
recen tly co mpleted an assignment as a reporter for the
State of Missouri in a study of indige nts' defense, spon
so red by the American Bar Foundation in cooperation
with th e American Bar Association an d other groups.
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Many states, not including Missouri, are beginning to
compensate co urt-appointed lawyers, a trend which Ge
rard applauds a nd which probably will affect the num
ber of able lawye rs who will willingly devote at leas t part
time to such practice. Miller's experience two yea rs ago
as chairman of the St. Louis County Public D efender
Ad visory Committee confirms this.
"We were delighted and amazed at the number of
highly qualified men who applied for the position," Mill er
says.
Dawson stresses the obligation of the School to encour
age involvem en t in criminal practice. "It may be that not
many students would become active in criminal law or
juvenile law Or mental health problems if we were to do
nothing; but it happens, fortunately, that our dean and
our curriculum committee recognize that such invol ve ment
is crucial and, in the social scientist's terminulogy, 'we are
attempting to alter career patterns.' "
Miller puts it a nothe r way: "As a private law school
we have an unu sual obligation to develop and encourage
the sense uf social responsibility that lawye rs should
have."
While Mille r considers the WU crimin al law program
"very substantial," for a school tbis size or :1ny size, he
h:1s no grandiose illusions about swelling the ranks of
criminal law practitioners, nor of educating everyon e over
night to th e importance of criminal justice to society.
"One thing that comes hard to academic people h as to be
admitted: A television show like 'The Defenders: with
the material they've chosen to dramatize, probabl y does
more to acquaint the public with the importance of
criminal law in a democratic society than anything we
academicia ns could do in 100 years."
Messrs . Pres ton (The Defenders ) better watch out.
Frank Miller, with a good deal of help frum Gerard ,
Dawson , a nd their students, seems to be tryin g rather hard
to prove him self wrong.
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By ALEXANDER M. BUCHAN

Associate Professor of English

WHAT HAPPENS TO MY STUDENTS?

Alexander M. "Sandy" Buchan for 35 years has exhibited an unusual concern for his stu
dents at Washington University, making him a memorable campus figure to hundreds
of alumni. In this article, he raises a number of questions about four "accepted" changes
taking place in American colleges and universities. One of these questions concerns the
not altogether desirable effects of the academic and parental pressures on today's students.
of this article is a "stop beating
your wife" kind of question. The safe answer is, "Your
Honor, I wouldn't know." If you expect a St. Louis ver
sion of Mary McCarthy's The Group or an account of the
misbehavior of the class of 1934, then you are going to
be disappointed. For one thing I don't have Mary Mc
Carthy's literary ability, and I have little of her cocky
liking for clawing the faces of her friends.
A much better answer than mine could be given by any
graduate student in sociology who put a little work into
it. Or by Arno Haack's office, because through his office
pass more students in a week than pass through mine in
half a year. A dean "processes" students and gets to know
a great deal about them. The difficulty of the teacher is
this, that, in anyone year, he has time to know only a
handful of the students he teaches. Almost all of the con
ferences are brief and reveal nothing of the student to
the teacher, and little of the teacher to the student. So
his knowledge is very partial indeed. If he ventures to
make general statements about his own students, or about
students in general, he is, in my thinking, a rather daring
fool. The evidence for judging in any satisfactory way is
not available to the individual person who works on the
campus. So I start off by suggesting that I am just a teach
er, not in any wayan authority on students.
Why do I ask the question? Because Washington Uni
versity and the society it draws upon are undergoing a
number of radical changes, and, even if the changes are
inevitable and may be ultimately for the gooel, the process
of adjusting to them is always hard, sometimes quite harm
ful, and frequently overlooked.
Let us pick out four of these changes for a cursory
mention. The first has to do with the increasing size and
wide-ranging recruitment of this universitv as well as
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other universities of the country. Colleges are growing
mu€h larger and are taking their students from a much
wider area than before.
The second change has to do with the kind of homes
from which our students come-your home, my home
and the pressures arising in these. The pressures upon
young people are increasing be~ause not just one parent,
but both parents may be college graduates.
The third change has to do with a movement notice
able throughout the country, a drive for what is called
excellence. This quality of excellence is quite nebulous_
really. It usually means the kind of distinction best ex
emplified by the person advocating it at any given
moment. What he is striving to say is, "I want other
people to be like me." If he is a scientist, he wants ex
cellence in science. If he happens to be a man of business,
he thinks of excellence in terms of a top job and a large
salary like his own. In the humanities, we think of excel
lence as verbal fluency and sensitivity, qualities not need
ed, perhaps, in science and business. Excellence is a
strange word, and can be a dangerous word when used
in the context of education.
The fourth point is that our society now presents for
young people, as undergraduates looking forward into the
future, too many opportunities. There is a prospect ahead
of every bright college student of a bewildering display
of possible goals. Many young people, including some of
the brightest, are not sure just which goal to choose, which
one to devote themselves to.
Not so long ago \Vashington University was a compar
atively small and rather local institution. It had some
national prominence, particularly for its Medical School
and for one or two departments in the college, but it was
not widely known. Its modest size did not mean that the
3<:)
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education it provided was inadequate; it was very good
even in those early years. But it was a local institution
with a narrow range of recruitment. The faculty was
small in those years. I can remember one large table in
Lee Hall around which representatives of the sciences
and the humanities used to meet regularly to eat lunch
and argue and discuss.
Nowadays at Washington University there is no central
meeting-place for the faculty. We have here on the cam
pus not the so-called two cultures of C. P. Snow, but
about a dozen cultures, all following their own inde
pendent path. For example, over in McMillan the physi
cists and chemists have their own little room in which
they discuss the National Science Foundation and how
to devise ingenious projects for getting more fmJds. We
in the humanities may be free to attend, but frankly we
know very little about the problems and would probably
ask irrelevant questions if we went there. Once a day, a
group from our School of Business takes its own table
in the cafeteria and does not expect anybody else to sit
alongside. There is hardly ever a visit to those upper levels
of the campus by anybody from the Schools of Art or
Architecture. We seldom see those people and would not
recognize them if we did. There used to be a hospitable
cafeteria down in the Art School where those of us on
the hill could sit and talk with art and architecture faculty
and with students in their smocks. And we had a wonder
ful time. Now we are like the cliff-dwellers on Mesa
Verde, each division in its own cave-and the cave of
the humanities may be the darkest and most remote of all.
This process of isolation is happening on every campus
that I know, and I know a good many. \Ve have an atom
ized faculty. Each small element goes its own way without
a chance to react upon any of the others. It used to be
said that a university was a community of scholars. The
appropriate phrase now is a disunity of scholars-a dis
unity, because no scholar in anyone area has an easy
and obvious way to know his colleagues in other areas.
What is the effect of this on the students? My colleagues
and I can take care of ourselves, but there are possibly
some harmful effects on the students.
A dreadful thing is happening here. It seems to be
possible, on the busy modern campus, with professors
pursuing their own affairs, for many students to earn a
degree without ever getting to know, in a personal way,
anyone of their professors. And it is getting to be more
and more inevitable as the years go by. It isn't a tragic
circumstance. Knowing a professor as a person is not that
important. Professors are no better people to know than
street cleaners or real estate operators, but there do arise
situations, during the four years of an undergraduate
course, when knowing a professor well enough to ask
him for a recommendation may have considerable value.
For instance, it is impossible now to enter any graduate
school without definite recommendation from former in
structors, and a recommendation is not merely a process

of racking up the student's grades. From reading any
testimonial, a dean should recognize that the teacher
knows the student and that the recommendation is reli
able. After many years of handling thi~ kind of form,
we learn the difference between the professor who lists
the grades and puts down a simple statement about aca
demic excellence and the other teacher who adds to this
academic rating one which is his own and personal, which
has knowledge and intimacy behind it.
As a college grows in size and impOTtance, we easily
forget the simple virtue of a free and open pathway be
tween the student and the instructor. One of the great
merits of the American college when I came into it a good
many years ago was that this pathway was wide open, easy,
and available. Now we are turning to another system in
which this pathway seems to be getting blocked. It
doesn't exist any more because the professors are too busy,
and the young people are too scared to approach them.
Washington University, then, like other institutions of
its kind, was once a local college. The students came by
streetcar, some of them walked, some biked, and most of
them studied at home. This may not have been an ideal
set of circumstances. The home folks, very often, got
into the students' hair; they always did, and they still have
a tendency to. When young people of college age stay
around too long, inevitably the parents become a burden.
ODAY WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY selects its young people
from almost every state in the Union and from many
countries. They are housed comfortably in dormitories.
Programs are arranged for them, and, if you are interested
in knowing about these, you can call Burton Wheeler
and he will tell you about the Forsyth Houses Program.
But our new plan overlooks a very important fact. These
newcomers from Texas and Colorado and Ohio and New
York are as much local kids as the old students used to
be. Only they are much farther away from home. Each
one has his roots of affection and early growth in a place
just as close to him as St. Louis is to St. Louis children,
but that place is no longer near at hand.
There is no need to get too sentimental about this, and
I don't. Quite often these young people are in this out
of-town college of their own choice. They want to be away
from home, and the majority of them should be. Yet it
takes only a month or two of rigorous and lonely study
ing to make those students realize that the break with
their home locality can be quite bitter. There isn't the
old refrigerator to turn to for a sandwich and a glass of
milk, no dad to hail when he comes in from the office, no
fussy mother to gripe at. All of those ties have been
broken, and the break is just as sharp for the kid from
Brooklyn or Houston as it is for the one from Webster
Groves. Though they grow out of 'it, moving away from
the home town and the home folks can make for lonely
evenings. It was no chance that a well-known book called
The Lonely Crowd was written by a college professor,
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not so much out of his knowledge of our society, but out
of a college community. In our brand-new residence halls,
young men and women first learn how lonely they can be.
Now let us look at the homes from which our students
come. There is no doubt in my mind that the American
home, the type of home from which we draw students,
is a perfectly wonderful institution. Dad is usually a good
earner. Mother, in many cases, has a college degree. With
or without a degree, she manages the details of her many
tasks with intelligence and remarkable efficiency, as the
Ladies Home Journal is fond of pointing out. Most of the
students come from homes in which their every need was
met even before it became a need. They have the best of
schooling. They have good food and clothes, with pocket
money for almost any essential and a certain amount for
luxuries. They are fortunate, too, in having their study
habits encouraged. Good grades are approved of and bad
grades deplored. They receive every bit of encouragement
toward good work and decent behavior.
It used to be, however, that in any family there was
a division of responsibilities between the two parents. If
mother attended to the shopping and feeding and keeping
things clean, then dad was the one who kept the children
in order. Or the other way around, depending on the
family. Mother usually did a great deal of the practical
managing of the home. Dad was called in to lay down
the discipline, to insist, "You get to your books, Johnny!"
He was the court of last resort with regard to discipline.
The trouble is that the majority of our youngsters now
carry two parents on their neck, both of whom have col
lege degrees. They keep a careful eye on grades and ex
penses and practical plans for college. This shared re
sponsibility is a fashion heartily approved of by educators,
especially in high schools.
and yet, to quote a phrase
from Tennyson, "One good custom can cormpt the
world." There is a hazard here that, as a child grows up,
he must fulfill the expectations not of one person but of
two to whom he is tied emotionally in a very strong way.
When dad was the only one to lay clown the law, it was
easy to ignore him because he was often too busy with
work to care much about grades; but, when mother insists
too, there is no escaping.
In the old days a boy was lured into medicine by his
doctor father. Now both parents will expect him to go into
medicine. It has become harder for him to say, "No, I'd
rather be a teacher or a real estate agent or an engineer.
1 don't want to be a doctor." We are compounding the
pressure that we lay upon our children, and it is heart
breaking to watch it show. Young folks weep in my office
because they are disappointing not one person but tvvo,
both of whom they like. I am suggesting that the high
hopes and fears and ambitions of the nice American home
may quite easily be a serious drag on a young person's
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ability to make his own choice, to seek his own path,
to be, as far as is possible, his own man.
Our third change comes from an insistence on what is
called the "cult of excellence." Schools are raising their
standards and colleges their entrance requirements, while
industry and the professions are demanding more and
more training and more advanced degrees. Things spiral
with every day that passes. A concerted effort is made
to have everybody work "to his highest potential." While
there is something admirable in this frenzy, we may be
facing a dangerous situation. The parent feels the pressure
when he notices on the report card that Johnny or Suzie
is making a raft of C's. And that parent, having been in
college, recognizes that no respectable school will accept
a son or a daughter who makes a raft of C's. It is a simple
fact of academic life, too, that a B average is necessary
for any kind of graduate work, and most of us who have
been to college are interested in having our children go
on to graduate work or into a professional school.
There seems to be no evading this type of academic
and social pressure. In our society there are just so many
prizes to go around, so many honors to be won, so many
places to be filled near the top, and the competition for
the prizes, the honors, and the places becomes a triBe
fiercer every year. IncreaSingly, as I teach, I become con
cerned, not about the young people who will win the
prizes and earn the honors, but about the far greater
number of students who will never have a prize or an
honor in a society that judges them by this simple fact.
They are the large proportion of our students. The in
equity became vividly noticeable to me once in a meeting
of an honorary group here, Omicron Delta Kappa, of
which I happen to be a member. One evening, after w e
initiated new members, we wondered how many of the
students on this campus had the chance to b elong to ODK
or to Mortar Board or to Phi Beta Kappa. Even to us, it
was astounding to realize what a small p ercentage of
students can ever receive one of those honors .
As the competition becomes fiercer and receiving a
prize becomes the measure of ability, then never getting
a prize at all becomes almost a stigma, like the heartache
of the girls who are not accepted in a sorority. It is easy
for us, looking at this question, to say, "Well, they ought
to be happy at the success of the others. They should cheer
the victors as all St. Louis cheers the Cardinals." But to
cheer is not easy, if you are in the game yourself as one
of the participants, and a loser.
It is part of education, as Wordsworth, that wise person,
once put it, "to live in reconcilement with our stinted
powers," to learn to get adjusted to things we can't do
as to things we can do, to find out that there are some
things we can not always do well. But it is a bitter lesson
for a young person as an undergraduate, and the more
the competition increases in intensity, the harsher this
lesson is apt to be. We are setting up constantly higher
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levels of this fr igh tenin g abs trac tion called excellence,
and we a re inc reas ing directly with this the guilt and th e
anguish of ma ny young people who, fine as they are, can
not meet the demand of specialists in every branch of
knowledge. Must we give up the sa ndlots of academic life
in an attempt to make every stude nt a major league play
er? That appears to be exactl y what we are doing.
The pressure can be dreadful and frightenin g . There
is an insistent obsession with grades. It used to b e that C
was a creditable grade, and , if you were interested in
go ing out an evening or two with a boy, you could forget
your ass ignment and make a C or a B, as the dice of an
exam fell. I believe this to have been a wholesome atti
tude , this willingness to sacrifice a little bit of excellence
along one na rrow lin e for the sake of a broader purpose.
On campuses now, compe tition is geared to the abilities
of the brig)1test stu dents. When a teacher grades any of
his classes, he soon finds out who are the bright ones,
and to two or three of those he gives A's. All of the others
compete with th ese few who make the running, and woe
to the ones who lag behind. Since the few h ave IQ's away
up in the 170's and ISO's , the pace becomes merciless.
once a month , "exam jit
ters" as I call them. Twice every year we have an
epidemi c of them, in Ja nua ry and in May , with a resulting
run on the H ea lth Service by yo ungsters who come down
with colds and tired ness and mononucleosis a nd the oth er
student ailments. Sickness is often a direct result of the
intense press ure und er which they operate.
The worst result of this insistence on excellence lies in
a mood fairly common on campuses that stud y is always
an unpleasant chore, like a sword of Damocles suspended
over the head. Th ere is an unceasing pressure to get work
done and grades ea rn ed-earned by some arbitrary stan
dard of academic prowess. Hard study might be fun if
it were not for the in cessant reckoning th at has to be
made . Across every campus move hundreds of you ng
people who, in their attitude towards lea rnin g. are as
stale as overtrained athle tes , too tired, for lac k of any
remission, to rise to the challe nge of a new idea.
Our fourth cha nge has to do with the wide-ranging
choice of options available to any bright young person in
this amazing socie ty of ours. Any reasonabl y brigh t boy
or girl movin g tow ards graduate work ha s an immense
number of career op tions ahead of him or her. Th e other
day I saw a bulletin of the Indiana Department of Health
listing fifty differen t job options in the area of health on ly,
and at leas t seven-eigh ths of these were open to girl s as
well as boys. Stude nts kn ow something of th ese riches, an d
the y are bewildpred . As a result, many of them are slow
to find an acade mic direction that will lead to a ca reer.
In the sophomore year, they find it hard to pick a "major,"
and they move from one major to another on a whim , b e
cause there is this amp le choice. Some time arou nd March
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and April, every year, there occurs what I call the "secon d
semester junior year slump. " It is an affliction arising fr om
a suspicion th at a major chosen is not a very happy one.
Accompanying it is a tryin g sense of drift and desperation,
because those older stude nts know they should make up
their mind on a particular direction , but they do not like
courses they are taking, and they drift from one class to
another aimlessly. Some of them, unfortunately, run away
from the despair by gettin g married-which is usually the
worst way for a studen t to escape. Even among our grad
uate students, w e find a willingness to put off the decision
about choosing an area of study or gettin g a dissertation
done. They postpone the choice from year to year, and the
period of study for the Ph.D. in the humanities grows
longer and longer.
What can be done ab out these problems I don 't know.
The longer I teach , the more clearly I realize that the row
of grad es which I put down in a notebook is no t tellin g
me-or anybody else-much about my youn g people .
Behind this row of fi gures lies a bewilderin g confusion of
personal dilemmas, interests, tensions , and desires, all of
which have some relevance to this business of educa tion
for which I h appen in a small way to be r espons ible. The
grades are not a reliable indicator. In our society, reachin g
toward literacy , we forget that a diet of ideas, whether
about literature or science or society, is really prison fare
to the average he althy young person . It is like those
weight-reducing substances th at come in cans, excellent
for ine rt p eople of middle age, capable of keeping life
going, but unpala table to the hearty taste-cente red ap pe
tite of youth. Ideas an d statistics are not natural o r whole
some fare for you ng folk. Youth needs to ha ve any id ea
salted down and modified and made palatable and inter
esting in terms of attitudes and desires that lie deep.
If we look at the four goals that most of u s pursue,
they are in th e end very simple. Making a livin g is the first
one. Being useful in some way is another. H aving some
individual quality of excellence all one's own is a third:
whether it is a great excellence or a small is not rele
va nt. We tend to overlook one of the most essential goa ls,
the fourth . As age a nd te nsion increase, there ari ses for
all of us a need to have the wherewithal and the capaci ty
to escape, to get away. Not back into work or the pursuit
of excellence, but into the relaxa tion for mind a nd spirit
out of which maturity comes. And we are giving our you ng
people too little tim e for this relaxation. Study is only one
part-and the old er I get I think not necessaril y the more
important part-of this process that goes on h ere for sev 
eral years. A great deal of growing-up has to be done,
and our bes t growing may occur durin g th e unhurried
hours when we are not driven from task to task, the hours
of free time and leisure when, quietly , thin gs soak in. ' Vhy
should we deny our young people the calm hours in whic h,
above the tumult and the shouting, the y hea r the still small
voice w ithin themselves?
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The cast and production staff of The Dutch C01tneZan
included students from all branches of the University.
George Switzer, who played the lovesick Malheureux,
is in the Architecture School.

Juliet Pleune, a liberal arts senior, brilliantly
performed the title role of the Dutch courtezan,
the villain of the >tlay. More than two dozen
colorful costumes were designed and made
especially for the production by a student crew
headed by Lucy Diller.
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Michael lvlcKenzie, who has acted for
two summers at the Tyrone Guthrie
Theater in Minneapolis, took a leading
male role in The Dutch Courtezlm.
The Washington University production
was the first in the United States.

THE

DUTCH COURTEZAN

A

VIBRANT, ALMOST PASSIONATE interest in the performing arts has bubbled to the surface
at Washington University this year, perhaps stimulated by the University's fast-develop
ing plans to build a major performing arts center on campus. Students in increasing numbers
are attending chamber concerts sponsored by the Department of Music. Freshmen and sopho
mores swelled membership in Thyrsus, the University dramatic organization, to the highest
point in years; and Thyrsus has produced such challenging works as Arthur Miller's Death
of a Salesman and will stage Samuel Beckett's avant garde Waiting for Godot. Visiting Indian
sitar virtuoso Ravi Shankar performed before a cheering capacity house in Graham Chapel.
Probably the most significant development of all was the presentation in December of John
Marston's early seventeenth-century comedy The Dutch Cottrtezan by students living in the
Forsyth Residence Halls. With only minimum direction and supervision from the M as ters and
Faculty Fellows of the Forsyth Houses, but with maximum imagination and resourcefulness,
the students converted the lounge area in the northwest bay of Wohl Center into a theater.
Philip W. London and William B. Long, drama-oriented instructors in the Department of Eng
lish, staged the play and provided the necessary leadership and impetus for the students ; all
other work was done by the undergraduates themselves, many of whom had had no previous
theatrical training or experience.
About 1,200 persons saw the three performances of The Dutch Coul'f;ezan, with several hun
dred more turned away for lack of seats. A controversy quickly arose: Student Life's reviewer,
along with some spectators, felt the play was an unwise choice beca\lse its bawdiness was not
redeemed by literary or dramatic merit. Students and faculty, citing the play's artistic vitality
as ample justification, leaped to the defense in a battle waged in the Letters column.
When the smoke had cleared, at least one major conclusion had emerged: students at Wash
ington University, particularly those in the Forsyth Houses, are bursting with creative energy
for performing arts projects like The Dutch Courtezan. The enthusiastic students who pro
duced it have formed the nucleus of a new, informal dramatic group which will offer the Eliz
abethan melodrama The Changeling and several experimental productions this spring.
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Directors 'W illiam Long ( left) and Philip London give instructions at a dress reh ea rsal.
London, a specialist in Eli za bethan and Jacobean drama, sai d in program notes that through
comedy " we are freed from false ideas" and "becom e partakers in the vital human communion."

Ka thl ee n L enske, who portrayed
the beau ti fu l heroine Bea tric:e,
dances with Jacob Go ranAo, as
the fop Caquete ur. Choreograph y
by Natalie Klausma n cleverly
utiliz ed limited space on the
improvised stage area.

THE DUTCH COURTEZAN

Settings for The Dutch Courlezan, which realistically depicted a town square
in London, were d esigned to b e free-standing in a corner of Wohl Center lounge.

Roger Maconick ( right) appeared in a variety of disguises as prankster Cocledomy
once as a barber shaving Mulligrub, a wealthy tradesman, played by Robert Greenberg.
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Actresses Juli et Pleune (left) and Joan Stern are memb ers of new University dramati c
group planning series of productions, lectmes , and di scussio ns .

Comment /

On the Faculty of Arts and Sciences

AT THE

CLOSE OF 1964, the faculties of the College of
Liberal Arts and of the Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences were merged into a single Faculty of Arts and
Sciences to offer both graduate and undergraduate in
struction.
The move was a logical, if not inevitable one. It is in
keeping with the goals set forth by Chancellor Eliot in
his inaugural address two years ago last fall, and it fol
lows logically the appointment a year later of Washington
University's first "Harvard-type super-dean," Robert E.
Palmer, who came from Princeton to become the Univer
sity's first Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences.
The consolidation of the two faculties also marks an
important step along the road toward another objective
outlined in the Chancellor's inaugural address: "to find
ways of accelerating the undergraduate's entry into spe
cialized study, in spite of the traditional boundaries sepa
rating one school from another."
The new combined central faculty is the core of the
University. It includes all full time members, from assist
ant professor to full professor of the academic depart
ments of Art & Archaeology, Botany, Chemistry, Chinese
& Japanese, Classics, Earth Sciences, Economics, Educa
tion , Englisb, German, History, Mathematics, Music, Phi
losophy, Physics, Political Science, Psychology, Romance
Languages, Sociology-Anthropology, and Zoology.
The new Faculty of Arts and Sciences wi1l work very
closely with the faculties of the professional schools and
includes on its roster twenty-four members from the
School of Medicine.
When the plans for the merger were presented to the
faculty, Dean Palmer pointed out that the faculty of the
College had long been concerned in fact with both gradu
ate and undergraduate matters and that many of its mem
bers had been teaching in the Graduate School as well
as the College. The merger recognizes a long-existing situ
ation and sets up the organization to enable it to function
efficiently.

fi

M

ANY WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY faculty members and
alumni will participate in the St. Louis Bicenten
nial Space Symposium being planned for May 11-14. Held
in conjunction with the fifth National Conference on the
Peaceful Uses of Space, sponsored by the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration, the Symposium will
bring to St. Louis an assemblage of noted authorities in
dozens of fields from all over the world .
48

While there will naturally be considerable emphasis on
the scientific and technological problems of the Space
Age, the program will also devote serious attention to
many other areas of concern: the economic impact of the
national space program, its political importance, the socio
logical problems it is creating, the psychological implica
tions, and the effects space exploration will have on philos
ophy and religion .

"EYE SURGEON," THE ARTICLE about Dr. Paul Cibis
featured in this issue, grew out of a telephone call
from the editor to the surgeon, asking for an interview.
Dr. Cibis suggested that the editor and the photographer
come to his office at McMillan Hospital on the following
afternoon .
When the editor and photographer arrived at the hos
pital , they learned that the surgeon was in the operating
room. The next thing they knew, they were being escorted
to a dressing room, asked to undress, and handed com
plete operating room garb, including face masks. The in
terview was conducted in the operating room with Dr.
Cibis demonstrating the techniques involved in his spe
cialty as he explained them.
The photographer had witnessed many surgical oper
ations in the line of duty, but it was a new experience
for the editor. At first he began to turn as green as his
gown at the closeup view of a complicated major eye
operation. Soon, however, the fascination of observing
just how a skilled and experienced surgeon works over
came any other considerations.
While the editor and photographer observed from be
hind their sterile face masks, the surgeon took them
through a complete retinal detachment operation , using
the new silicon injection method. Throughout his exposi
tion, he never paused or slowed down in his delicate and
precise manipulation.
After the operation, when the editor and photographer
sat down to discuss retinal detachment surgery with the
doctor, they felt as if they had some first-hand knowledge
of what he was talking about.
When the editor arrived home that night, he volun
teered to demonstrate his newly acquired knowledge of
eye surgery, using the family cat as a subject, but his wife
wouldn't let him .
-FO'B

It hasn 't been built-yet. But it may be, so meday. It's one of severol model apartm e nt buildings created an d di splayed
on campus recently by fifth-y ea r a rchitec ture studcnts. Vi ewing thi s structure, wJlich attempts to unit e aspects of couotr y
anclurb an-Iiving, are (from left) Mi chael Pau se, Bruce H ou g ilton , Su san Lowe, and Th eo hari s Panagiotopoulos.
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